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The beautiful orange face of Tour de France
is a great place to escape the heat at the
end of the day, and the Future Wall below offers
an amazing 180° view of the valley, becoming
transcendent during sunset. Each of these two
boulders are contenders for the best at Black.
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From the campground, walk uphill on a
faint trail immediately behind site 31. Dip
down into a shallow saddle, and from there
trend right, passing below a large fallen tree
and contouring the hill for 200 feet before heading straight up a shallow drainage. At the top,
drop down to your right and you’ll see the overhanging face of Tour de France. See page 158 for
directions to the Boulder Basin Campground.
GPS: 33.827400, -116.758983.
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In 1993, Kerwin Klein
climbed a futuristic problem on the Tour de France boulder and called it Fire Wall, named after the orange
stain on the boulder from a poorly aimed airplane load of fire retardant. What,
you haven’t heard of Fire Wall? A decade later, a new generation of climbers
rediscovered the problem, re-FA’ed it, and re-dubbed it with it’s current name.
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01 Captain America H
o
Sit start in a horizontal gash beneath
the overhanging prow and trend left
then finish just right of the arete. One
of the holds hurts, but the problem as a
whole is worth getting on.
02 Project
o
A low start on the blocks to the left of
the arete is possible, climbing into the
obvious flake above.
03 Mulligan Bulge H
o
Pull on by squeezing the blunt arete between a high left shallow dark spot and
a right seam sidepull. Use a small knob
to gain the improving crack for the exit.
04 Tour de France Crack H
o
Stand start on finger locks at the
bottom of the thin crack and twist your
way up this clean line.
o
05 Raison d’Etre HHH
Sit start on top of an adjacent rock
with a left finger-lock in the bottom of
the crack and a lower right on a wide
diagonal edge. Twist up the crack,
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moving right to the flat diagonal rail
created by the seam to the left of the
offwidth. Make powerful and technically demanding moves up the seam,
continuing right to a sloping pinch and
the bulging top. For an easier variation,
begin standing at the flat diagonal rail
in the middle of the wall.
06 Project
o
Sit start squeezing a low sidepull and
the left side of the offwidth for compression up the arete.
07 Tour de France Offwidth
o
Shimmy up the wide crack. It isn’t nearly as hard as it looks, and you can sneak
your way up most of it by liebacking.
How hard is it really? You be the judge.
It’s a grovel to the top, and if that’s your
thing, you’ll love it.
08 Time Trial HH	
o
Standing at the arete right of the wide
crack, begin with your left on a small
edge and your right in a diagonal slot
overhead. Climb directly up the seam
system, staying left of Tour de France,
and be prepared for challenging
movement as the seams flare into the
bulging top. Although this problem
doesn’t get nearly the traffic as others
on the wall, it’s every bit as good.
09 Tour de France
(aka Fire Wall) HHH
o
This classic ascends the center of the
right half of the boulder bearing its
name. From a stand start, pull onto the
center of the wall using the diagonal
seams, your hands about four feet
apart. Move up to edges created by
the perpendicular fracture and parallel seams, trending up and right to a
triangular break and a desperate reach
for the sloping lip of the boulder. This
problem was first climbed in the early
80s, long before many of today’s boulderers were born.
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10 Tour de France Sit HH
o
This excellent line on perfect rock lacks
of an obvious start. To be optimistic,
you have two options to choose from!
You may begin on a low left edge and
a right pinch adjacent to the arete,
working your way up and left into the
starting holds of Tour de France. Alternatively, the original sit start begins
at the base of the diagonals and goes
straight up into the initial holds of the
classic stand. The original variation
is the more obvious line but isn’t the
easiest path and suffers from awkward
lowness. The photo to the right shows
both sets of start holds. Either way,
you’ll enjoy every stage.
11 Tour de France Arete H
o
An overhanging orange arete; you
know we love climbing those! Sit start
the arete just right of Tour de France
and climb straight up into the same
finish. This problem is worthy of more
traffic than it currently gets.
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12 Tour de France Face H
o
Climb the large leaning flake on the
right side of the wall. Start sitting down
with your right on an positive slot and
your left on a higher shallow seam.
Mantle over the apex using the lone
flake.
13 Tour de Cave 
o
Climb the overhanging fracture and
flake system out the roof to a committing finish a ways above the pads.
The rock quality is suspect, but with
more attention this line could clean up
nicely.
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large bolted boulder, starting on top of
a good-sized adjacent stone.
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14 Slashed Face H
o
Climb the middle of the uphill side of
the boulder, moving through slashed
seams. Start at your chest on an incut
edge and move up through edges and
slopers.
15 Uphill Arete
o
Stand on the large boulder above the
corridor and climb the jugs to topout
the large rock.
16 Corridor Traverse
o
There is a small corridor underneath
the large overhanging wall. Traverse
the horizontal crack on the right side of
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the corridor, finishing up the arete.
17 Unnamed Face

o
Climb a left-facing flake system up the

18 Left Blocks

o
This fractured wall looks nothing like
any of the rock at Black Mountain and
could be pretty good if it ever cleans
up. Start on a block on the left side
of the wall and reach up to the arete,
traversing right for a scary topout over
jagged talus.
19 Right Blocks

o
Start on the block on the left side of
the wall and move rightward through
right-facing features, or start eight feet
right and climb direct.
20 Project
o
Sneak past off-balance sidepulls to
the left of the offwidth between the
boulders.
21 Unknown Offwidth H
o
This clean offwidth has been climbed.
Here’s our confessional act of humility:

we haven’t climbed it ourselves.
22 Project
o
Use off-balance sidepulls to move up
the face to the right of the offwidth.
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23 Unnamed Face
o
Start on a flat edge at the lip and move
up and left past a big black hold to a
thin topout using the seam.
24 Unnamed Dihedral 
o
Gaston the large crack in the small
dihedral and make a single throw to
the lip up right.
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25 Future Tense H
o
Sit start on Future Boy and move left
around the arete to a thin seam.
26 Future Boy H
o
Sit start on the left arete and climb into
a horizontal fracture. Continue climbing straight up, moving right once you
gain a thin seam near the top.
27 Hyperlink H	 o
Start on Future Boy, but traverse right
on the horizontal fracture and finish up
the faint dihedral.
o
28 Future Direct HHH
Ascend the center of the face starting
on holds at head level. Pull on and
move through the large left facing
flake, a horizontal seam below the lip,
and shallow scoops to exit. Our advice
is to climb this problem when the sun
is setting. Bring some beers if you want
to make it relaxing, champagne if you
want it romantic, and bourbon if you’re
looking for meaning in life.
29 Double Dutch HH
o
Begin on a protruding rail at chest
height on the right side of the wall.
Move up and left via a series of hor-

izontal seams to gain the left-facing
flake on Future Direct, the seam below
the lip, and the classic exit above. There
are many variations, and some are
more difficult than others.
o
30 Hopscotch HHH
This line climbs the most direct route
up the right side of the face starting
from a protruding rail at chest height.
Begin matched and climb up through
the series of horizontal seams before
making a big move rightward to a positive left-facing flake. A sloping block
gets you over the lip.
31 Knobvious Low HH
o
From the start of Hopscotch, move right
across sloping ledges and a positive diagonal crimp rail to finish up Knobvious.
32 Knobvious HH
o
Climb the south face, beginning in a
finger slot beneath a mini-roof, twelve
feet right of Hopscotch. Gain the
horizontal crack and make challenging
moves on faint holds past a seam.
33 Unnamed
Move from the low ledge to the top.

Charlotte Tonnies careening into the Future Direct (opposite page)

